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Abstract 
The research aims to help reduce the enormous post-harvest losses of rice or 
bananas in Cote d’Ivoire. It focuses on the breakdown mechanism of their 
starch. This process contributes to their decay. This study wants to elucidate 
it; to do this, it analyzes the tetra or penta saccharide reactions with the water 
or dioxide carbon. It calculates the geometric, energetic and spectroscopic 
parameters at the ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1). These 
quantities allow establishing that oxygen 32sp

O  represents the privileged hy-

drogen bond (HB) site for amylose with four or five D-glucose building 
blocks. They suggest 33sp

O′  and 34sp
O′  are respectively those of amylopectin 

when the latter consists of four and five D-glucose synthons. They prove that 
amylose deteriorates before it; the degradation of starch begins with its altera-
tion into disaccharides. It continues with that of amylopectin into tri or te-
tra-saccharides with four or five building blocks. 
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1. Introduction 

Plantain bananas contribute to food security in Sub-Saharan Africa. It’s an ex-
cellent source of energy and nutrients. It’s part of the basic meal for one hundred 
million people at least [1]. In Côte d’Ivoire, its annual production reaches 1.7 
million tons. It ranks third in nourishment crop speculation, after yam and cas-
sava. It’s increasing over the years. However, it exceeds the needs of the popula-
tion; post-harvest losses remain high, amounting to 30% of production despite 
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the expensive conservation methods used [2]. They constitute a socio-economic 
challenge for the country. The degradation of its starch contributes to this [3]. 

According to [4], the water content of plantain bananas exceeds 60% of their 
weight. It participates in its rapid alteration. For [5], it promotes HB with the 
hydroxyl of D-glucose, synthon of amylose or amylopectin; these are essential 
components of starch. The latter’s degradation leads to the rotting of plantain 
bananas. However, these authors don’t provide the modalities of interactions 
between water molecules and polysaccharides. Furthermore, [6] conjectured 
that, under the same conditions, amylopectin transforms less rapidly than amy-
lose. This thesis allows understanding the starch’s alteration process. The re-
search proposes to test it. 

This work aims to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the degradation of its 
starch’s component. Specifically, using quantum chemistry methods, it plans to 
determine the main HB sites of the polysaccharides. Ultimately, it aspires to de-
scribe their mode of scission under the effect of water. It wants to contribute to 
the fight against the plantain bananas’ degeneration. More, it proposes explain-
ing the alteration’s order of amylose or amylopectin. The article has two parts. It 
resumes and discusses the results. Before, it presents research methodology.  

2. Compounds and Calculation Methods 

This section presents the method of calculation. It elucidates the geometric, 
energetic and spectroscopic parameters used. Previously, it specifies the poly-
saccharide structure. 

2.1. The Polysaccharides 

Four (AM4G) and five (AM5G) D-glucose blocks represent amylose or amylo-
pectin. They have three or four osidic bridges respectively (see Figure 1). Figure 
1 illustrates the 3D molecular structure of AM4G, AMP4G, AM5G and AMP5G.  
 

 
Figure 1. 3D image of the AM4G, AMP4G, AM5G and AMP5G. 
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It comes from Gauss View 6.0. All oxygen atoms have sp3 hybridization. Red 
balls schematize them. They’re numbered from 1 to 3 for four units of polysac-
charides and from 1 to 4 for five ones. These labels also correspond to the names 
of the different HB complexes. 

2.2. Calculation Method 

The ONIOM (Our Own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital and molecular 
Mechanics) developed by [7] suits here because of the atoms’ large number of 
amylose or amylopectin. Figure 2 illustrates its principle. It consists of dividing 
AMG complexes into two entities. It computes these latter at different levels. 
The inner part corresponds to the surroundings where water interacts with 
D-glucose. It’s calculated at a high-level B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p). Therefore, 
they allow describing HB precisely; the diffuse and polarization functions con-
sider the isolated pairs of oxygen and their reactions with the hydrogen in the 
water.  

The AM1 approach helps to capture the rest or the environment of the com-
plex in a less rigorous way. Specifically, the ONIOM method provides energy 
from the high level of E polysaccharides (DFT, polysaccharides). To do this, 
ONIOM uses three other data. It calculates the energy of the complex at this 
same level E (DFT, complex). AM1 estimates E (AM1, complex) and E (AM1, 
polysaccharides). Finally, E (DFT, polysaccharides) gets with the formula: 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

DFT,polysaccharides

AM1,polysaccharides DFT,complex AM,complex

E

E E E= + −
    (1) 

2.3. Study Parameters 

This work uses three categories of parameters. These highlight the oxygen privi-
leged to establish HB. The energies calculated also allow discussing on other or-
ders of polysaccharides’ degradation. The spectroscopic data contribute to vali-
dating the sites determined by the geometric of HB’s characteristics. 
 

 

Figure 2. Calculation levels diagram of an AM4G complex according to the ONIOM 
method. 
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2.3.1. Geometric Parameters of HB 
The complex gets from the connection of water’s hydrogen to each oxygen of the 
Osidic Bridge. Three geometric quantities characterize HB (Figure 3). Before the 
optimization of the polysaccharides, the angle of linearity α is fixed at 180˚. The 
oxygen hybridization state is sp3; β is worth 109.5˚ (Figure 4). Distance d be-
tween this latter with hydrogen equals 2 Å. It corresponds to the minimum ap-
proach length of the two atoms [8].  

According to [9], an HB is probable when the distance d is less than the sum 
of the Van der Waals radii of oxygen (1.52 Å) and hydrogen (1.1 Å) [10] [11]; in 
these conditions, d ≤ 2.62 Å. HB becomes strong as d decreases; the preferred 
osidic site corresponding to its minimum value. 

α is the linearity angle of the HB. It represents the space between the O-H and 
Y-A bonds; A is the acceptor atom. β is that of its direction. It’s between Y-A 
and the axis of HB. The more α and β deviate from the ideal values, the more 
this latter destabilizes. Here, a gap becomes significant if it’s greater than 20˚. 
Energy parameters also describe HB. 

2.3.2. Energy Parameters 
HB gets with reaction (2). The Y-A···H-X complex becomes its product. 

Y-A H-X Y-A H-X+ →                      (2) 

Equation (3) gives the variation of energy at 0 K: 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 0Y-A H-X Y-A H-Xelec elec elec elecE E E E = − ∆ +         (3) 

The internal energy, at 298.15 K, corresponds to the sum of the electronic, ro-
tational, translational and vibrational ones. Equation (4) describes its variation. 

0 0 0 0 0
298 electronic rotation translation vibrationE E E E E∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆ + ∆           (4) 

The optimization of reagent and product geometry gives access to all contri-
butions (including nuclear repulsion). In the ideal approximation of perfect gas, 
Equation (5) provides the expressions of the translation or rotation energy. 
 

 

Figure 3. Geometric parameters α, β and d of the HB [12]. 
 

 

Figure 4. Linearity and direction angles of the HB. 
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0 0 3 2translation rotationE E RT∆ = ∆ = −                  (5) 

vibrationE∆   includes ZPVE (Zero Point Vibrational Energy), that is, that of the 
lowest vibration level. vibrationE∆   generates normal vibration modes; generally, 
their number equals 3N − 6. For a linear molecule, it becomes 3N − 5: at 0 K, 
each at a frequency associated with the energy Equation (6): 

/298

3 60
. 1 e 1i K

N i
vib thermal hi

h k
E R ν

ν−

=
=

−
∑                  (6) 

Consequently, Equation (7) allows calculating the internal energy variation of 
the reaction at 298.15 K: 

0 0 0
298 . 3elec vib thermalE E ZPVE E RT= +∆ ∆ ∆ + ∆ −             (7) 

Equation (8) and Equation (9) give the enthalpy and free enthalpy variations 
for the following reactions at 298.15 K. 

0 0
298 298K KH E RT∆ ∆= −                    (8) 

0 0 0
298 298 298K K KG H T S∆ − ∆= ∆                  (9) 

0 0 0 0
298K trans rot vibS S S S∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆                (10) 

Equation (10) corresponds to the variation in entropy under these conditions. 
More, spectroscopic parameters help to identify the sites of the liaison HB. 

2.3.3. Spectroscopic Parameters 
Spectroscopic descriptors can serve as a scale for HB. The strength of this latter 
depends on that of the H-X. Its stretching frequency remains accessible. When 
the donor is a water molecule, the displacement O-Hϑ∆  becomes the scale. For 
sp3, the Equation (11) defines this one:  

3 3sp sp
O-H O -H,free O -H,complexϑ ϑ ϑ∆ = −              (11) 

At the ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1), the vibrator frequency 

3sp
O -H,freeϑ  is 3923.84 cm−1. If the value O-Hϑ∆  is positive, the frequency 

3sp
O -H,complexϑ  becomes lower than 

3sp
O -H,freeϑ ; the frequency 

3sp
O -H,freeϑ  of the 

water decreases. Its hydrogen is approaching the oxygen of the Osidic Bridge. 
The more O-Hϑ∆  increases, the more likely it becomes an HB site. The article 
also presents and discusses the results of the research.  

3. Results and Discussion 

The geometric, energetic, and spectroscopic parameters come from all the cal-
culations carried out on the different complexes. This work succeeds in opti-
mizing all the geometries. Figure 5 and Figure 6 present respectively those ob-
tained at ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1) for AM4G-H2O and 
AMP4G-H2O.  

3.1. Study of the AM4G-H2O and AMP4G-H2O Complexes 

This part presents the associated results to the energy and spectroscopic quanti-
ties of AM4G-H2O and AMP4G-H2O complexes. Previously, it summarizes data 
related to geometric parameters. Table 1 explains them. 
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Figure 5. Initial (at left) and optimized (at right) geometries of the AM4G-H2O complex 
at the ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1). 
 

 

Figure 6. Initial (at left) and optimize (at right) geometries of AMP4G-H2O complex at 
ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1). 
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Table 1. Geometric parameters of AM4G-H2O and AMP4G-H2O complexes at ONIOM 
level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1). 

AM4G α (˚) β (˚) d (Å) AMP4G α (˚) β (˚) d (Å) 

31sp
O  172.55 112.62 1.92 31sp

O  168.01 117.24 1.96 

32sp
O  168.22 108.47 1.84 32sp

O  171.24 125.33 1.96 

33sp
O  159.27 118.5 1.88 33sp

O  167.64 109.55 1.83 

3.1.1. Geometric Parameters of HB 
Geometric parameters indicate that the three osidic oxygen establish HB with 
the hydrogen in water. All d values remain below 2.62 Å. 

The linearity angles α and direction β are close to 180˚ and 109.5˚ respectively. 
They suggest that all HB stay stable. However, HB is stronger with 32sp

O  in 
AM4G-H2O and 33sp

O′  in AMP4G-H2O. These two sites participate in solid 
HB; they have the smallest values of the distance d. Ultimately, 32sp

O  is the 
main site of HB for AM4G-H2O. 

3.1.2. Energy Parameters 
All enthalpies are negative; all HB formation processes are exothermic (Table 2). 
For the AM4G-H2O complex, its lowest value corresponds to 32sp

O . It goes 
down to 298r H∆   = −7520 kcal/mol. For AMP4G-H2O, its lowest value corres-
ponds to 32sp

O′  the enthalpy decreases to 298r H∆   = −7122 kcal/mol. It’s not 
far from 298r H∆   = −7050 kcal/mol; in this case, 33sp

O′  is another site. 
The positive values of the free enthalpies 298rG∆   suggest that the reaction be 

spontaneous. At the same time, its weakest ones come from oxygen 32sp
O  espe-

cially with 298rG∆   = 1709 kcal/mol for AM4G-H2O. In the case of AMP4G-H2O, 

33sp
O′  has the lowest free enthalpy with 298rG∆   = 2688 kcal/mol. 

Spontaneity is much greater with 32sp
O  and 33sp

O′ ; their free enthalpies are 
the lowest. Therefore, 32sp

O  and 33sp
O′  are the main HB sites for respective 

AM4G and AMP4G. This result confirms that of regarding the geometric para-
meters’ analysis. More, 

( ) ( )3 3298 2982sp 3sp
O Or rG G ′∆ ∆<                     (12) 

This inequality (12) means that AM4G degrades faster than AMP4G. This as-
sertion is in line with the hypothesis of [6]; the amylopectin’s deterioration is 
slower than that of the amylose. 

3.1.3. Spectroscopic Parameters 
The spectroscopic descriptors are conceived as elements of a basicity scale of HB. 
Each shift of frequencies between free OH bands associated with water is linked 
to an energy of the HB (Badger and Bauer, 1937 cited by [13]). They make it 
possible to characterize the resistance of HB to its elongation. The greater is the 
offset, the stronger is the HB.  
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Table 2. Energy parameters (in kcal/mol) of AM4G-H2O and AMP4G-H2O complexes, 
entropy (in cal/mol∙K−1). 

AM4G-H2O 298r H∆   298r S∆  298rG∆   AMP4G-H2O 298r H∆   298r S∆  298rG∆   

31sp
O  −6.983 −34.600 3.334 31sp

O  −5.119 −30.867 4.084 

32sp
O  −7.520 −30.976 1.709 32sp

O  −7.122 −35.956 3.598 

33sp
O  −7.072 −35.374 3.475 33sp

O  −7.050 −32.661 2.688 

 
All the values of the frequency shifts O-Hϑ∆  are positive. The highest values 

correspond to the heteroatoms 31sp
O  and 33sp

O′  of AM4G and AMP4G, re-
spectively. The associated wave numbers are 281.45 cm−1 and 267.37 cm−1. The 
spectroscopic parameters suggest that the oxygen 32sp

O  and 33sp
O′  become the 

main sites for HB. Examination of the geometric, energetic and spectroscopic 
parameters establishes that 32sp

O  and 33sp
O′  are the preferred HB receptors 

for the AM4G and AMP4G polysaccharides respectively (Table 3). 
However, variations in enthalpies at 298.15 K indicate that 32sp

O′  oxygen 
may also become the preferred receptor for AMP4G. Free enthalpies of forma-
tion elucidate polysaccharides’ alteration order. Their values prove that the 
AM4G molecule degrades before AMP4G. 

3.2. Study of the AM5G-H2O and AMP5G-H2O Complexes 

This section concerns the results relating to the energy and spectroscopic 
parameters of the AM5G-H2O and AMP5G-H2O complexes. It introduces 
and discusses them. It also details those of the geometry. Table 4 summariz-
es them. 

3.2.1. Geometric Parameters 
This work optimizes the geometries of all complexes. Two of them geometric 
parameters confirm that the four oxygen of the osidic bridges establish HB with 
the hydrogen of water. All d values are less than 2.62 Å. Linearity and direction 
angles remain close to 180˚ and 109.5˚. They suggest that all HB stay stable. 
However, 32sp

O  of the AM5G and 34sp
O′  of the AMP4G participate strongly. 

These two sites have the lowest d distances. In short, 32sp
O  is the oxygen of HB 

for AM5G-H2O while 34sp
O′  becomes that of AMP4G-H2O. 

3.2.2. Energy Parameters 
The energetic parameters make it possible to characterize a complex’s formation 
or study the energy exchanges during this process. Table 5 presents those of the 
AM5G-H2O and AM5PG-H2O. The enthalpies 298r H∆   stay negative; HB’s cre-
ation reaction remains exothermic. However, for AM5G-H2O, the lowest value 
gets for 34sp

O . It’s equivalent to 298r H∆   = −89,390 kcal/mol. It differs only 
slightly from 298r H∆   = −8251 kcal/mol; 32sp

O  becomes the second most fa-
vourable site for HB. For the AMP5G-H2O complex, the smallest enthalpy is 
then 298r H∆   = −8111 kcal. It corresponds to 34sp

O′ . In this case, the latter con-
stitutes the privileged site of HB. 
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Table 3. Displacement frequencies O-Hϑ∆  (cm−1) of the AM4G-H2O andAMP4G-H2O 
complexes. 

AM4G O-Hϑ∆  (cm−1) AMP4G O-Hϑ∆  (cm−1) 

31sp
O  260.96 31sp

O  266.19 

32sp
O  281.45 32sp

O  242.78 

33sp
O  280.11 33sp

O  267.37 

 
Table 4. Geometric parameters of AM5G-H2O and AMP5G-H2O complexes at ONIOM 
level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1). 

AM5G α (˚) β (˚) d (Å) AMP5G α (˚) β (˚) d (Å) 

31sp
O  172.57 126.63 1.92 31sp

O  173.05 128.55 1.85 

32sp
O  169.27 108.08 1.84 32sp

O  167.81 117.05 1.86 

33sp
O  159.37 114.09 1.87 33sp

O  169.81 120.76 1.94 

34sp
O  168.59 113.11 1.87 34sp

O  170.99 112.3 1.83 

 
Table 5. Energetics parameters (in kcal/mol) of AM4G-H2O and AMP4G-H2O complex-
es—entropy (in cal/mol K). 

AM5G-H2O 298r H∆   298r S∆  298rG∆   AMP5G-H2O 298r H∆   298r S∆  298rG∆   

31sp
O  −7.025 −34.591 3.288 31sp

O  −7.089 −35.067 3.367 

32sp
O  −8.251 −29.593 1.164 32sp

O  −5.510 −30.374 3.546 

33sp
O  −7.084 −35.316 3.364 33sp

O  −6.263 −32.373 3.389 

34sp
O  −8.939 −36.279 1.878 34sp

O  −8.111 −33.494 1.876 

 
The positive values of the free enthalpy 298rG∆   show that complexation 

reaction isn’t spontaneous. However, its lowest one comes from the sites 32sp
O  

( 298rG∆   = 1164 kcal/mol) and 34sp
O  ( 298rG∆   = 1878 kcal/mol) for AM5G. In 

the case of AMP5G, 34sp
O  has the smaller 298rG∆   = 1876 kcal/mol. 

Spontaneity is much greater with 32sp
O  and 34sp

O  for AM5G-H2O and with 

34sp
O′  for AMP5G-H2O; the free enthalpies at these sites are the lowest. The first 
two are the main receptors of HB for AM5G-H2O and the third one of 
AMP5G-H2O. This result confirms the conclusion obtained with 32sp

O  and 34sp
O′  

from the geometric parameters. Furthermore,  

( ) ( )3 3298 2982sp 4sp
O Or rG G ′∆ ∆<                   (13) 

This inequality (13) means that AM5G degrades before AMP5G. It proves that 
amylose transforms faster than amylopectin. It remains consistent with the the-
sis of [6]. 

3.2.3. Spectroscopic Parameters 
Table 6 presents displacement frequencies O-Hϑ∆  of the AM4G-H2O and  
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Table 6. Displacement frequencies O-Hϑ∆  (cm−1) of the AM4G-H2O and AMP4G-H2O 
complexes. 

AM5G O-Hϑ∆  (cm−1) AMP5G O-Hϑ∆  (cm−1) 

31sp
O  261.07 31sp

O  278.61 

32sp
O  284.36 32sp

O  307.57 

33sp
O  280.52 33sp

O  251.51 

34sp
O  264.66 34sp

O  343.08 

 
AMP4G-H2O complexes at the ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1). 
The vibrator frequency 

3sp
O -H,freeϑ  is 3923.84 cm−1. If the value O-Hϑ∆  is posi-

tive, the frequency 
3sp

O -H,complexϑ  becomes lower than 
3sp

O -H,libreϑ ; the frequency 

3sp
O -H,libreϑ  of the water decreases. Its hydrogen is approaching the oxygen of the 

Osidic Bridge, the more O-Hϑ∆  increases, the more this site becomes likely to 
favour HB. All frequency shifts O-Hϑ∆  have positive values. The highest one 
refers 32sp

O  and 34sp
O′  for respective AM5G and AMP5G. The associated 

wave numbers are 284.36 cm−1 and 343.08 cm−1. Spectroscopic data suggest that 

32sp
O′  and 34sp

O′  are the main sites for HB. 
The analysis of geometric, energetic and spectroscopic parameters at the 

ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1) shows that the oxygen of the 
osidic bridge 32sp

O  and 34sp
O′  are respectively the preferred receptors to es-

tablish a HB with water’s molecule. However, the enthalpies indicate that the 
oxygen 34sp

O  is another receptor in the AM5G. Free enthalpies of formation’s 
examination elucidate the order of the polysaccharides’ alteration. It proves that 
the AM5G molecule degrades before AMP5G. 

Moreover, the lengthening of the chain doesn’t influence on the behavior of 
amylose. 32sp

O  remains the most favourable site to realize HB. The additional 
D-glucose of AM5G doesn’t impact its transformation sequence. This polysac-
charide always changes first. It disintegrates into disaccharides. On the other 
hand, this situation modifies the water anchor point for amylopectin. It moves 
its preferred receptor 33sp

O′  to 34sp
O′ . This hypothesis deserves to be verified in 

next work. It leads us to conclude this article. 

4. Conclusions 

This research aims to describe the modalities of the polysaccharides’ alteration 
in the presence of water molecules. To do this, it uses reduced chains of amylose 
or amylopectin at four and five D-glucose synthons. It employs the two-layer 
ONIOM method at the ONIOM level (B3LYP/6-311++G [d, p]: AM1). Its cal-
culations generate the geometric, energetic, and spectroscopic parameters re-
lated to the polysaccharide-water complexes. These data enable the definition of 
the main sites of the HB. 

Oxygen 32sp
O  and 33sp

O′  constitute, at 298.15 K, respectively the preferred 
HB receptors for polysaccharides with four D-glucose (AM4G and AMP4G). 
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32sp
O  and 34sp

O′  are for those with five synthons (AM5G and AMP5G). Fur-
thermore, research shows that amylose degrades before amylopectin. The leng-
thening of the synthon’s chain has little influence on its behavior. 32sp

O  re-
mains the most favourable receptor for establishing an HB; however, an addi-
tional D-glucose changes the site of amylopectin. This one moves from 33sp

O′  
to 34sp

O .′  This result makes it possible to propose a mechanism for degrading 
starch. 

The water breaks down the amylose into disaccharides. It then splits the amy-
lopectin into tri-saccharides for AM4G or AMP4G and into tetra-saccharides for 
AM5G and AMP5G. It also suggests that its alteration can occur with higher 
rank oxygen of a polysaccharide future work that can test this last hypothesis. In 
addition, this result makes it possible to suggest avenues for avoiding the degra-
dation of the mono to the pent saccharide. It promotes the establishment of a 
protocol to sustainably protect the sensitive site.  
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